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NEW!
Shark BiteTM Front Suspension
“Fun by Design!” TM
Steerods TM is unique - nothing like this has ever been offered! It allows a custom Corvette front suspension to be installed
on virtually any vehicle. Steerods TM product line is both an evolution and revolution in cool suspension products aimed at
street rod and muscle cars, classics and truck builders. Our latest new Shark Bite TM front suspension kits offer the
confidence and durability of years of SpeedDirect's technical
innovation for C2-C3 Corvettes in bringing superb handling and
braking to an American classic. This innovative & remarkable package
that is now available to builders & owners.
The Shark Bite TM system includes a complete engineered front end
with rack & pinion, coilover suspension coupled with powerful Corvette
Z06 disk braking. The upper and lower control arms are aluminum
alloy with advanced suspension geometry to enhance cornering and
greatly improve stability, driving feel and maneuverability. Whether it is
a street rod, muscle or classic car or truck this package delivers ease
of installation and performance for the customer who wants to
autocross or just take a Sunday cruise. Shark Bite TM will add the solid,
confident feel that makes driving a rod or classic car or truck incredibly
fun and exciting.
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Shown installed on a ‘32 Ford frame.
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Convenience by Design
Shark BiteTM for street rods and classics has been designed with the builder or
owner in mind by making it quick and easy to adjust the track during the built
to fit a variety of frame and engine combinations. All the parts are laser cut
and “self aligning” to allow a rapid accurate build. The engine cradle and
frame space can be adjusted for width without affecting the suspension
geometry through the use of sturdy, precision mounting end plates and uprights that lock in control aarm location and position. All you do is select the track width and you’re ready to build. This along with
coilover location bosses to make a solid, straight and true front end installation. A complete and
accurate way to quickly mount a powerhouse front end to a classic, truck or scratch built rod!
Confidence by Design
For some time the rock solid performance of SharkBite TM Corvette suspension by SpeedDirect has
been key in providing C2-C3 Corvette owners around the world with a rugged, modern suspension for
an iconic sports car. This same technology can now be the center piece of your next project. We have
given classic Corvette owners a reason to smile by putting fun in every corner. A Shark Bite TM for
street rods and classic car owners can enjoy that same excitement and confidence in creating a car
that is a joy to drive and behold; truly “Fun by design!” TM.

Width adjustable for
installation requirements.
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